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Man, by Rejecting Divine Will Rejected a Divine Life and Became 

Powerless 
 

III. The Mysteries of Jesus’ Public Life (CCC) 
Jesus’ temptations 

539 …Jesus is the New Adam Who remained faithful just where the first Adam had given in to 
temptation. Jesus fulfills Israel’s vocation perfectly: in contrast to those who had once 

provoked God during forty years in the desert, Christ reveals Himself as God’s Servant, totally 
Obedient to the Divine Will. In this, Jesus is the devil’s conqueror: He “binds the strong man” 
to take back his plunder.243 Jesus’ Victory over the tempter in the desert anticipates Victory 

at the Passion, the Supreme Act of Obedience of His Filial Love for the Father. 
 

Romans 12:2 - "And be not conformed to this world; but be reformed in the Newness of your 
mind, that you may prove what is the Good, and the acceptable, and the Perfect Will of God." 

 
From the Book of Heaven 

V20 – 10.6.26 – “You Must Know that My Will is Life, and every time creatures do not do It, 
and reject It, it is a Divine Life that they reject and destroy within themselves.  And do you think 
that the Pain, the continuous Martyrdom of My Will is something trivial—in feeling so many 
Acts of Life that It wants to make arise in creatures with so much Goodness, being cut off from 
Itself as though by a deadly sword?  And in place of this Divine Life that was cut off within 
them, they make arise the life of passions, of sin, of darkness, of weaknesses.   

“Not doing My Will is Divine Life that creatures lose.  And this is why, since It Reigns in 
you, by depriving you of Me, It makes you feel the pain of the many Divine Lives that creatures 
cut off from It, to be repaired and compensated in you for the many Acts of Life that they make 
It lose.  Don’t you know that in order to form the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat, It must find in 
you as many of Its Acts for as many as It has lost?  And this is the reason for the alternation of 
My Presence and My Absence—to give you the occasion to form many Acts of Submission to 
My Will; to make these Acts of Divine Life that others have rejected, enter into you.   

“And then, don’t you remember that when I Manifested to you your Mission regarding 
the Eternal Fiat, I asked of you the sacrifice of suffering as many deaths for as many creatures 
as were coming out to daylight—for as many as had rejected the Life of My Will?  Ah! My 
daughter, not doing My Will is Divine Life that creatures reject.  It is not like not practicing the 
virtues, where they reject gems, precious stones, ornaments, garments, that, if one does not 
want them, one can do without.  Rejecting My Will, instead, is to reject the means in order to 
Live, it is to destroy the Fount of Life; it is the greatest evil that can exist.  Therefore, one who 
does so great an evil does not deserve to Live; on the contrary, he deserves to die to all Goods.   

“Do you not want, then, to compensate My Will for all these Lives that creatures have 
cut off from It?  And in order to do this, you Must suffer, not a pain, but a lack of Divine Life—
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that is My privation.  In order to form Its Kingdom in you, My Will wants to find in you all the 
satisfactions that creatures have not given to It—all of Its Lives that It was to make arise in 
them; otherwise, It would be a Kingdom without Foundation, without giving It the Rights of 
Justice, and without the due Reparations.  Know, however, that your Jesus will not leave you 
for too long, because I too know that you cannot Live under the Press of such a hard 
Martyrdom.” 

 
V35 – 9.4.32 - “The Divine Will made use of the human will as material in Its Hands to continue 
Its Creation.  This is why man, by rejecting Our Will, made Its Operating Life cease in his acts, 
while he could have made use of It to Create and Transform them into heavens, into stars, into 
suns, into seas, etc.  He obstructed Our Work, he stopped it, he threw into confusion Our Sweet 
Harmonies, the Dear Exchanges that could only exist by virtue of Our Volition, everything We 
could do in him if Our Will had Its Operating Life in him.  This is the reason for Our Attentions, 
Our Sighs, Insistences, Our Sorrows, that the human earth would become Our Field of Action, 
in which Our Volition would have Full Liberty of doing what It wants.”   
 
V31 – 12.25.32 - “Man, by rejecting My Divine Will, was made powerless in everything, and I 
came to be his Savior, Repairer, Glorifier, Defender, and I covered him within the Garment of 
My Humanity, in order to keep him safe.  And I answer to My Celestial Father for him in 
everything.  So much was My Love that My Divinity was able to give an outpouring to My Love, 
that it brought Me to being Born in every heart and in all things.  This is so true, that the first 
ones to recognize Me and to extol Me were Created things, because feeling My Birth in 
themselves, they exulted with Joy and made Feast for Me.  But do you know who are those who 
make Feast for Me in the Birth in their hearts?  Those who possess My Divine Will.  These have 
immediately noticed that I AM Born in their hearts, and they make Perennial Feast for Me.  On 
the other hand, the others make Me cry, they give Me Sorrow, and with sin they prepare for Me 
the knife to either wound Me or kill Me.” 
 

FIAT!!! 
 


